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Dear ALUMNI AND FRIENDS,
Greetings from the Jerome J. Lohr College of Engineering.
As some of you may know, my summer motorcycle trip to the Black Hills ended with an accident
that left me working at home for a few weeks. I want to thank those who offered kind words and
prayers on my behalf, and I’m thankful the injuries weren’t nearly as severe as they could have been.
While I waited for my foot and ankle to heal, I was able to be somewhat productive at my home
office. But I really missed being on campus as there are so many exciting things going on here. 
Right outside the front door of Crothers Engineering Hall, the bricks continue to go up on the
Architecture, Mathematics and Engineering Building. In just a year’s time, this area has really
transformed. The 60,000-square-foot building sits where the old Solberg Annex and parking lot had
been.   
Green space has been created in the south approach to the building as well as to the west in front
of the renovated Solberg Hall.
Planners have truly developed a beautiful area and we’re anxious to show it off after we take
occupancy in early 2015. We’re looking at an April dedication. Be looking for updates on our
Facebook page (www.facebook.com/southdakotastateEngineering) and we will be sending
announcements later this winter.
If you haven’t been on campus in a while, or even in the past year, it will be worth your time to see how State is taking shape.
Record job fair numbers attributed to …
Of course, it is students that make our college what it is and we couldn’t be prouder of them. While we admit to being prejudiced in this
regard, the business and industry sector, both locally and nationally, have no such motivation. Nonetheless, they continue to come in record
numbers to recruit our highly sought-after students.
At the Fall Job Fair Oct. 7, more than 100 public and private employers were on campus trying to woo our future graduates. That is the
second year in a row that we have had a record turnout for the Fall Job Fair. In 2013, there were 86 employers. 
Surely this is another sign of an improved economy.
But the record turnout also is evidence that SDSU graduates head into the work world with a solid skillset, a broad knowledge base and a
strong work ethic.
… incredibly talented students
One May 2015 major who wasn’t at the job fair looking for work was Christopher Jankowski. You see him on the cover of this issue. After
graduation, Chris will be starting a career in civil engineering in the U.S. Air Force.
He has spent the last two summers supplementing his engineering knowledge by tackling the challenging study of Arabic. In fact, he spent
this summer in Jordan.
While Chris is unique in that respect, he is among many students who have truly distinguished themselves. Inside, you will read about
three others Bailey Hofland, Ryan Mahutga and Emily Sumners who have earned national scholarships. 
And Adam Halverson is literally running past his peers. The electrical engineering/mechanical engineering double major spent his first
three years at State focusing on academics. Last spring, he added track to his life and promptly won the 400-meter dash at the conference
meet.
We’re glad we will have Adam around through at least 2016. His Summit League foes probably aren’t.
In the article, Chris recalls his experience with Youth Engineering Adventure as an eighth-grader. The college hosts a number of
workshops, camps and programs to introduce teenagers to careers in engineering and gives them a chance to learn some of those skills,
including robotics.
Inside this issue, you will be able to familiarize yourself with those outreach activities and learn why they appeal to students.
A reason to smile, a reason to cry
As I close this letter, let me share a bit on a couple faculty members. We’re happy to have Dr. Ali Salehnia (computer science) back for his 25th
year in the classroom after missing spring semester due to complications from heart surgery. He shares a compelling tale in this issue.
It is with sadness that I report that Professor Emeritus Wayne Knabach passed into the next life Aug. 5, 2014, in Sioux Falls. Though
Wayne retired almost 20 years ago, he remained a friend to the college right up to the end. If you were a power system studies graduate, he
was probably keeping tabs on you.
Knabach’s influence can be seen in the leadership in every power system organization in the state. You will read a fitting tribute to this
SDSU Distinguished Engineer inside this issue.
Always feel free to drop us a line or stop in for a visit if you’re in our area. Remember, Jackrabbits are always welcome.
Lewis Brown, Ph.D.
Dean of Engineering
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Christopher Jankowski is shown in Jordan. Jankowski,
who will start a career in civil engineering in the U.S. Air
Force after graduation, has spent the last two summers
supplementing his engineering knowledge by studying
Arabic.
2014 DEAN’S ADVISORY COUNCIL
• Keith Bartels ’67/’74, retired vice president, Martin
Group
• Jay Bender ’82, president, Falcon Plastics
• Richard Berreth ’58, retired vice president, Haworth
• Jim Edwards ’82, assistant general manager of
operations, East River Electric Power Cooperative
• Daryl Englund ’72, retired president, Banner Associates
• Jack Finger ’73, president/CEO, Sioux Corporation
• Richard Gustaf ’73, chief executive officer, TSP
• Jennifer Hahn, vice president for business
development, SAIC
• Kurt Hansen ’80, senior engineering manager, GE
Aviation
• Chuck Hendrickson, president/CEO, CAPITAL Card
Services
• Al Heuton, executive director, Brookings Economic
Development Corporation
• Brian Hoellein ’85/’88, vice president, Bartlett & West
• Dale Jans ’74, vice president and owner, Jans
Corporation
• Allen Lee ’78, design engineer manager, Larson
Manufacturing
• Blair Metzger ’86, president, DeWild Grant Reckert &
Associates
• Brian Miller ’93, president, Mechanical Sales Inc.
• Kevin Moe ’88, second-line manager, IBM
• Susan Moe ’76, planning and resource program
manager, Federal Highway Administration (Minnesota)
• James Morgan ’69/’71, member, Daktronics Board of
Directors
• Dana Nachreiner, vice president of operations, Sencore
• Rich Naser Jr. ’91, executive director, South Dakota
Technology Business Center
• Wanda Reder ’86 vice president, Power Systems
Services Division, S&C Electric
• Leo Reynolds, retired president, Electronic Systems
• Jon Rippke ’70, retired chair of the board, Bolton and
Menk
• Dan Rykhus, president/CEO, Raven Industries
• Mark Shoup ’95, manufacturing engineering manager,
3M Brookings
• Gregg Stedronsky ’84, vice president of engineering,
General Mills
• Kathryn Walker ’81, executive, Openair Ventures
• Jim Wilcox ’76, manager of government and regulatory
affairs, Xcel Energy
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What sets Christopher Jankowskiapart from the other 228 majors inthe civil engineering department?
For starters, the fifth-year senior from
Tucson, Arizona, is probably the only
American-born student who could do his
homework in Arabic. The self-described
“Type A, go-go person” completed
requirements this summer for a minor in
Arabic studies from the University of Arizona.
He completed 13 credits in six weeks
through an intensive study-abroad program in
Jordan. All of it was “A” work, pushing his
GPA well above 3.7.
That follows a school year in which he was
inducted into three honor societies and
received several leadership awards while also
completing the requirements for the U.S. Air
Force ROTC program and taking over
leadership of the SDSU chapter of Chi
Epsilon, the national civil engineering
undergraduate honor society.
Arabic instead of internship
Jankowski said he should know by early
November where the Air Force will slot him.
“Civil engineering is No. 1 on my list. It’s a
career field that (the Air Force) is still in need
of people,” he said in August. “I fully intend to
become a civil engineer in the Air Force” and
he has taken several steps to make that more
likely.
One of them has been his enrollment in
the Modern Standard Arabic Studies program
through the University of Arizona.
“An Air Force civil engineer is highly
deployable. We have to work with the host
country on the ground. The people don’t
particularly like us, particularly our
government. If I can go down and speak their
own language and show that we care, maybe it
will make a difference,” Jankowski said.
He spent the last two summers in the
program. In 2013, he took 10 credits of
classroom instruction in Tucson.
Jankowski reasoned that he wouldn’t be a
likely candidate to get an internship in the
civil engineering field because of his
commitment to the Air Force after
graduation. But learning Arabic “makes me
more marketable in terms of the Air Force.
What sets you apart from your peers?” he
asked. 
Studied with other cadets in Amman
Jankowski enrolled in the Arabic studies
program through the Department of Defense’s
Project GO (global officer), an initiative to
make the next generation of military officers
culturally competent, he said. He added that
another reason he took part is because of the
example set by an older cadet who used
Project GO to take language studies through
San Diego State University.
There were 19 students in the cohort in
Jordan with the majority being ROTC cadets,
including Army, Navy and Marine Corps
cadets.
However, there was no military component
to the program. It was listed on the University
of Arizona’s regular admission site and even
included a student from Canada, who was
Jankowski’s roommate. The program was
presented in partnership with a study-abroad
school in Amman, Jordan.
An outsider learns about Ramadan
Jankowski was in Jordan from June 8 to
Aug. 3. Muslims in the predominantly Islamic
country observed Ramadan June 28 to July 30.
The students lived with host families.
Jankowski was housed with a Christian family,
so they didn’t observe Ramadan. In public, the
students did give cultural recognition to the
annual practice in which no food or water is
consumed between sunrise and sunset and
self-discipline is emphasized, Jankowski said.
Arabs breaking Ramadan spend a day in
jail, he said. Foreigners would only be
subjected to a lecture, he added.
At the center where the students studied,
“we had a private room where we could eat or
drink if we wanted to. That way we didn’t
offend the Muslims around us. Everything just
transformed when Ramadan hit. The same
thing when the Eid al-Fitr (end of Ramadan)
hit,” Jankowski said.
The observance changed when people
went to work, when they ate, when they go
out, when they shop, etc., he said.
Arabic—‘A really difficult language’
One day was spent discussing Ramadan
during language classes, but that instruction
was almost exclusively related to learning how
to speak and write Arabic. “For you to learn
culture, you had to take ethnology,” which
Arabic-speaking
cadet sets himself apart
AFROTC
“Civil engineering is No. 1 on my list. It’s a career field that
(the Air Force) is still in need of people.” Christopher Jankowski
كريس جانكوسكي
Jankowski did. That was a three-credit class
that met for two hours Sunday, Monday and
Wednesday.
Language classes were two hours in the
morning, two hours in the afternoon plus
homework and three hours per week with
one’s language partner.
The language partner was a Jordanian
who helped reinforce the classroom lessons.
“It’s constant Arabic,” said Jankowski, who
added that students translated sentences,
gave speeches, skits and presentations, and
created PowerPoints, all in Arabic, as well as
learning grammar from a teacher who knew
little English.
Learning Arabic is not like learning
Spanish, which shares a Latin base with
English.
“It’s a really difficult language,”
Jankowski said, noting it is rated at category
four with Korean and Chinese. In contrast,
Spanish is category one, he said. “If you’re
the guy who tries to relate it back to English,
you’re going to lose. If you just come in
blank, it’s really not too bad.
“The program through U of A is really
good. Between the two summers, I really
only remember having two difficult
portions, where I’d say ‘I don’t get this.’”
In fact, when Jankowski took the oral
proficiency test at the end of his stay, he
scored an intermediate high. To put that in
perspective, most people who have had
three years of Arabic score an intermediate
middle, Jankowski was told. “This school
year I want to speak Arabic with students
from the engineering department” to keep
up his Arabic skills, he said.
Current focus: Chi Epsilon
One of the things he might discuss with
them is Chi Epsilon because Jankowski
wants to see membership grow.
“I’m looking to come back in the fall and
really do some recruiting. I’m taking the
same approach I did with Arabic studies.
What do you have for yourself that makes
you marketable? If you have the grades, you
should join,” said Jankowski, who became
president in December.
There are 10 to 15 students in the
chapter now and he would like to see it
grow to at least 25. 
Jankowski has a pretty good leadership
track record. In 2012-13, he commanded
the Bernie V. Guthrie Squadron of Arnold
Air Society, the professional honorary
service organization of Air Force ROTC. It
was honored as the most improved
squadron in the nation in terms of
recruiting, fundraising and, most
importantly, community involvement.
That was the first national award the
squadron had won since the early 1990s, but
not the last.
In April, the squadron received the John
D. Ryan Public Affairs Award for best public
affairs and the Eagle Award for most
contributions to civic affairs, and three
cadets won regional awards. Jankowski
received the Hap Arnold Award, which
symbolizes taking great initiative to make a
legacy in the squadron.
Disappointment becomes a blessing
Col. William C. Pleasants, commander
of Air Force ROTC at SDSU, said, “Chris
works hard and knows how to get the job
done. The best part is his positive attitude
and willingness to motivate others and help
them succeed in accomplishing that same
mission.  
“The Air Force is lucky to have him as a
cadet and then as a second lieutenant within
the next year.”
This year, as a fifth-year senior, he is not
required to have a position with Arnold Air
Society or the AFROTC cadet wing. So he
intends to focus on Chi Epsilon duties as
well as his senior design project. “As anxious
as I am to start my career, I’m happy to be
hanging out another year at State and see
some old buddies.”
Jankowski is the son of Timothy and
Veronica Jankowski, retired Air Force civil
engineers now working as civilians at a
Tucson base.
When they were at Davis-Monthan AFB
in 2008, the summer after Jankowski’s
sophomore year in high school, his parents
sent him to an engineering camp at the Air
Force Academy. It was then he decided to
follow their footsteps and also pursued a
nomination to the Air Force Academy. That
was unsuccessful.
“But now I am thankful for that because
of all the great experiences I’ve had at
SDSU,” including meeting his future bride,
Emilie Hamilton, who will graduate from
the College of Nursing in December.
Dave Graves
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Top Left: Chris Jankowski, a senior civil engineering major
from Tucson, Arizona, poses during a hike through the Ajloun
forest reserve in Jordan, where he spent six weeks studying
Arabic this summer. On this weekend trip, students stayed the
night in the forest, went for a hike and later ended up at the
Ajloun castle.
Top Right: Jankowski looks out onto the desert after climbing
a huge sand dune in Wadi Rum in Jordan. Jankowski spent six
weeks this summer in Jordan studying the Arabic language.
The shawl he is wearing is called a keffiyeh, which is worn
every day in Jordan. Keffiyeh come in many colors, but two
stand out as having political significance. The red and white
one is the traditional Jordanian keffiyeh. The other is a mostly
white with black keffiyeh, which is often recognized as the
Palestinian keffiyeh.
Bottom: Jankowski stops in Petra, Jordan, in front of the
Monastery during a weekend trip.
“Jankowski is on target to graduate in May 2015 and he is hopeful
he then will start a civil engineering career in the Air Force.”
Adviser Allen Jones
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Above: Bailey Hofland, an engineering intern at 3M Brookings
and mechanical engineering major from Brookings, is the first
South Dakota State University student to receive a scholarship
from the Materials Handling Education Foundation. Her work at
3M is a major reason why she is receiving the $5,000 award for
the coming school year. 
Brookings resident Bailey Hoflandhas become the first student fromSouth Dakota State University to
earn a scholarship from the Materials
Handling Education Foundation, which
has been presenting the award since 1976.
The $5,000 national award is for the
2014-15 school year, her senior year .
A mechanical engineering major,
Hofland has been working at 3M
Brookings since the summer after her
2011 graduation from Brookings High
School. The first summer she worked on
the production floor. The next summer
she worked on the manufacturing floor
and as the plant’s dose mapper. Since then
she has worked as an engineering intern
helping to improve the manufacturing
process.
That made her a good choice for the
Material Handling Education award
because the foundation’s mission is to
promote the study of material handling,
logistics and the supply chain.
Among the award sponsors is George
Prest of Charlotte, North Carolina, chief
executive officer of Material Handling
Industry of America and founder of Prest
Rack in Brookings.
Prest said, “I’m very excited about
(Hofland’s milestone) after having spent
30 years in Brookings and having raised
my family there. I’ve always felt SDSU’s
engineering program was one of the better
engineering programs in the country …
“Bailey, I’ve known her since she was a
baby. I know her parents quite well. I knew
what she was doing at 3M and thought she
would be a great candidate.”
Her father, Todd, a 1983 electrical
engineering graduate from State, is in
plant management. Her mother, Chaille, a
1990 computer science graduate from
State, is in product service. Bailey Hofland
started at 3M as a result of company policy
that allows children of 3M workers to get a
spot on the production floor.
But it was neither her heritage nor her
relationship with Prest that netted
Hofland the scholarship.
A blind committee scores all
applications, said Prest, who noted the
foundation awarded 48 scholarships
valued at $148,000.
Mike Brandt, manufacturing
engineering manager at 3M, said Hofland,
“like many other SDSU engineering
students I have hired, came to us very
prepared to work in industry.”
Putting time-saving items in place
As an engineering intern, Hofland has
been involved in several projects to
improve the workflow. Among them is the
improvement of a production status
board, which is an Excel spreadsheet that
Hofland First State Student
to earn materials scholarship
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allows operators, supervisors and
managers to track output, downtime and
attainment, she said.
Hofland called it a “lean tool,” which
means it is designed to identify time- and
product-wasting aspects of the
manufacturing process.
On the production status board, the
number of boxes produced per hour are
recorded and compared with the standard
rate on an hourly and weekly basis, she
said. Information is then shaded red or
green depending on if the crew is behind
or ahead of schedule, Hofland explained.
She worked toward creating an updated
board that can be used throughout the
plant during her 2013 internship. This year
she continued to make status boards for
the hundreds of workstations at 3M
Brookings.
Other current projects include
qualification testing for new medical
products, various packaging optimization
projects and utilizing lean manufacturing
processes to improve the workflow.
Making a strong early impression
Hofland caught Brandt’s eye during her
second summer, when she was working as
an engineering assistant.
“She quickly began to utilize her
engineering problem-solving skills to
improve a process that eventually saved
the plant several thousand dollars.
Naturally, this peaked my interest in her
and I wanted to see what she could
accomplish as an engineering intern.
“Bailey’s assignments have ranged from
working on cost-saving projects in our
packaging processes to the
implementation of lean manufacturing.
She has also worked on many other
projects to improve operations,” Brandt
said.
What her future holds
Hofland could graduate from State in
May 2015, but may stay an extra semester
to earn a minor in computer science.
Once she graduates, she would like to
stay in the manufacturing field.
“Working under a packaging engineer, I
realized I wanted to stay in manufacturing
engineering. We can do savings projects,
and you can be more flexible with what
you get to do, more hands-on,” Hofland
said.
Awards also an honor for department
She is the second mechanical
engineering major from State to earn a
national scholarship in as many years and
the third in five years.
Todd Letcher, a member of the SDSU
Department of Mechanical Engineering
faculty, said, “We have had a strong ME
academic program that has been
producing excellent engineers for years.
Our recently added research capabilities
and success within our research programs
have added another dimension to our
department that is more visible outside the
university.”
He said Hofland, who carries a 3.42
GPA, is a great example of a student who
combines the theories of the classroom
and the on-site experiences of an
internship. “Bailey was a perfect candidate
for this scholarship because of her
excellent grades, work ethic and work
experience at 3M,” said Letcher, who
nominated Hofland.
He added that Hofland has agreed to be
a peer mentor for mechanical engineering
majors this school year.
Dave Graves
Ed Pound, co-author of "Factory Physics forManagers: How Leaders Improve Performancein a Post-Lean Six Sigma World," signs a copy
of his book at the 2014 I-29 Manufacturer's Conference
at the Swiftel Center in Brookings Oct. 2. Pound was the
keynote speaker and spoke at another session at the
event. For the second-straight year, the conference had
approximately 125 regional manufacturing industry
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Even as a youth, Adam Halverson wasalways tinkering, trying to makethings work better or do something
unexpected.
Halverson, who is majoring in electrical
and mechanical engineering, took that
approach to his track and field career.
Because of the heavy academic demands
caused by the two majors, the 2010
Garretson High School graduate did not
immediately join the South Dakota State
University track and field program.
After spending his first three years at
State concentrating on academics, Halverson
then became a member of the Jackrabbits.
That’s when he did something unexpected.
In his first season of collegiate track,
Halverson won the 400-meter dash at The
Summit League Championships held in
Fargo, North Dakota.
“Adam was a tremendous surprise in
winning the 400 meters,” SDSU head coach
Rod DeHaven said. “He was basically a guy
in school lifting weights for three years and
decided to try track. He turns out to be a
conference champion almost out of
nowhere—a fantastic thing. For all of the
students in the program, he’s an example of
what can happen if you stay focused and
have a belief in yourself.”
Similar to pushing himself academically
by pursuing two degrees, Halverson wanted
to see where his hard work and talent could
take him on the track.
“It wasn’t necessarily that I thought I’d
become a conference champion, I just
wanted to know what my peak was, and
hopefully contribute to the team along the
way,” he said. “I decided I’d keep working out
while I focused on academics and then, once
my course load lightened up a little bit, I’d
give track a shot.”
That shot started to pay off in the 2014
outdoor season when competing in the
4x400 relay at the Drake Relays, held in mid-
April in Des Moines, Iowa.
“That was the first time I actually ran a
400 meter race with the mentality that this
was for my teammates, for my school, not
myself,” Halverson said. “The motivation was
entirely different. I ran a mid 48 split, which
was tremendously faster than what I had ever
run before. That was the tipping point.
“I think athletically, I was coming into my
own, in terms of conditioning. I think all of
the strength I built up over the years was
finally translating into maintainable power,”
he continued. “But the biggest thing, bar
none, was running for my teammates. They
were depending on me to run a good time. I
didn’t want to let them down.”
Following that meet, Halverson set his
sights on The Summit League
Championship. His initial plan was to just
qualify for the finals. He did that by posting
the sixth-best time in the qualifying races.
Unfortunately, that time also put him in the
lane eight on the nine-lane track.
“I knew I had one job that day,” Halverson
said. “I focused on it, got there and got ready.
I warmed up well in advance. Knowing it was
the last race of the year, I didn’t have to
worry about injuring something and having
it be a problem for the rest of the season.
Since there was no redline limiter, so to
speak, I just floored it. I floored it the entire
way.”
Because of his starting spot, Halverson’s
plan was to immediately catch the runner in
lane nine and then see what happened.
“Once the last curve hit, it was all guts
and glory,” he said. “Pretty soon, we were all
side-by-side running down the straightaway.
When I crossed the finish line, I saw five
guys all in a row all next to each other. I had
no idea I’d won. Not a clue. I wasn’t even
thinking it. I was thinking maybe I got in the
top three and that was cool.”
After an announcer told Halverson he
won, he still didn’t believe what just
happened.
“I was like ‘what?’ I then looked at my
teammates who were sprinting at me,”
Halverson said. “Pretty soon people were
picking me up and giving me hugs. I was just
thinking, ‘Wow, OK. That was amazing.’ I
later looked at the photos and we were pretty
much deadlocked all of the way up to the last
5 meters where, somehow, I got one stride
ahead of everybody else. It was one final big
push that got me out in front. I was as
surprised as everybody else.”
Halverson takes track career to another level
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While he’s not sure what’s the next peak in his
track career, Halverson is on schedule to
graduate with the two degrees in spring 2016.
After graduation, Halverson is interested in
pursuing a master’s degree in electrical
engineering with plans on working in control
systems engineering.
“I’ve always been intrigued by robotics, being
able to create and manipulate machinery to do
what you want has always fascinated me. I guess
since I had such a huge imagination, that fit me
best as a kid. I was always tinkering, always
trying to make things work,” said Halverson,
who worked with Raven Industries this past
summer. “In middle school, I discovered
something called a servo, which I thought was
incredible. It pretty much opened the door to all
of my robotic inventions, my CNC machines,
everything I did leading up to college.”
That included attending the SDSU’s Youth
Engineering Adventure camps and being at State
for science fairs.
“Coming to SDSU and being able to stay in
the dorms, meet some people and experience
college life as an 8th grader was definitely an
impressionable experience,” he said. “Those
associations with SDSU made it kind of feel like
home.”
Or just the place to spend six years, receive




Opposite (inset): Halverson records readings at Todd
Letcher’s Wind Tunnel in Crothers Engineering Hall.
Above Right: Halverson takes the baton in the 4x400 relay
at the Howard Wood Dakota Relays in Sioux Falls May 3. The
Jackrabbits finished third in that event. Two weeks later
Halverson won the 400-meter dash at The Summit League
Championships in Fargo, North Dakota.
Scholarships
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Campus leadership, scholasticachievement and future promise tothe engineering field are all
prerequisites for the Tau Beta Pi
scholarship.
Ryan Mahutga, a senior mechanical
engineering student from Baltic, earned
the $2,000 national scholarship from the
world’s largest engineering society.
“This scholarship is a great honor,” said
Mahutga, who plans to graduate in May
with minors in math, sustainable energy
systems and business. “The money will
help me finish my last year of
undergraduate school.”
Mahutga, who plans to pursue graduate
school after completing his bachelor’s, said
his career will likely involve sustainability
research or biomedical engineering.
Mahutga said he chose mechanical
engineering because of his interest in how
products work and the process they go
through to be manufactured. He is also
interested by any attempts to explain the
world and why things happen. 
Mahutga came to SDSU with his major
declared, but midway through he
contemplated switching his major to
mathematics so he could teach. “I wasn’t
exactly sure what I wanted to be doing, but
my adviser (Stephen Gent) helped me
figure things out,” said Mahutga. 
He enjoys the challenge of engineering
classes, and is interested by the use of
math to explain real-world situations. 
His favorite class so far has been logic
sets and proof. “The whole class was math
logic,” said Mahutga. “It was a lot of
puzzles, connecting the pieces and getting
from point A to point B. I like problem-
solving.”
Mahutga spent the past summer
interning at Case New Holland in
Pennsylvania. His internship duties
included designing effective parts to
improve crop residue when harvesting. “It
was really interesting because I had never
worked with combines,” he said. “I grew
up on a horse farm, but we didn’t have
any crops.”
During his time at State, Mahutga has
been involved in many activities, clubs
and events. 
“I like the diversity and feel of SDSU,”
said Mahutga. “I like the diversity in the
sense of people, interests, academic areas
and campus activities. It’s small enough to
know people and be involved, but large
enough to have many student resources
and competitive athletics.”
He was part of the LeadState
Leadership Development Program and a
volunteer tutor for fundamental
engineering classes his sophomore year. 
Mahutga served as vice president of
the SDSU Society of Automotive
Engineers chapter from 2012-2013. He is
also a member of the SDSU chapter of
American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, and serves as vice president of
the South Dakota Beta chapter. 
“Different aspects of campus attract
many different people,” said Mahutga, of
his involvement in numerous campus
organizations. “It is always interesting
meeting people with different viewpoints.
I know organizations on campus make a
profound difference in the community,
and it’s nice to be able to give something
back and see the impact.”
Mahutga said his favorite campus event
has been the annual Engineering Expo,
which offers high school students a chance
to compete in various engineering
contests. 
“It’s a great event that gets students
interested in engineering and challenges
their problem-solving abilities. It’s always
fun to see what different students come up
with.”
Mahutga is currently working on a
research project modeling the
thermochemical reaction process. In
previous years, he worked as an
undergraduate researcher for the National
Mahutga honored
Investing in Students  
with Tau Beta Pi scholarship
Emily Sumner, a May graduate of the civil engineering program,
was one of 10 district scholarship winners awarded by Chi Epsilon,
the national honor society for civil engineering.
Sumner, of Omaha, Nebraska, received the $2,000 award for
spring semester 2014 as the winner of the North Central district,
which encompasses eight universities, including the University of
Minnesota, the University of Wisconsin, the University of Iowa,
Michigan Technology University, Marquette University, Iowa State
University, the University of Wisconsin-Platteville and SDSU. 
She is currently a field engineer with Mortenson Construction
working on the $500 million, 950,000-square-foot Sanford Medical
Center in Fargo, North Dakota. While her company location is
Minneapolis, the Sanford project isn’t slated for completion until
January 2017. 
At SDSU, she served as president of the American Society of
Civil Engineers chapter in 2013 and co-captained the local
concrete canoe team. Sumner also received a couple national
scholarships from ASCE.
She also was active in Engineers Without Borders, Alpha
Omega Epsilon and Chi Epsilon.
The SDSU Chi Epsilon faculty adviser is associate professor
Xiao Qin. 
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Left: Ryan Mahutga stands by a sculpture outside Crothers
Engineering Hall. He plans to pursue a career involving
sustainability research or biomedical engineering. 
Right: Mahutga, a senior mechanical engineering student
from Baltic, received a $2,000 scholarship from the world's
largest engineering society, Tau Beta Pi. 
Science Foundation Research Experience for
Undergrads at SDSU.
“Many organizations deliver new
perspectives or thinking points beyond the
traditional scope of engineering,” said
Mahutga. “In terms of a future benefit,
organizations in general give a good
opportunity for networking and honing
interpersonal skills. They can also help
uncover passions in different sects of




Above: Emily Grace Sumner, a senior civil engineering student from Omaha, poses
in the moon valley in La Paz, Bolivia, during a summer 2013 trip with the SDSU
chapter of Engineers Without Borders.
Student News
Attracting the best students in South Dakota andneighboring states has been a goal for the Jerome J. LohrCollege of Engineering.
In addition to the many upgrades in facilities and scholarships,
the student body has changed, too. The number of students with
ACT scores of 30 or higher has increased, as has the number of
women in the Lohr College.
Lohr College Associate Dean Rich Reid targets approximately
450 candidates each year to comprise the incoming class. This
year, Reid exceeded that mark with 474 freshman students.
Overall, the Lohr College has 1,450 undergraduate students,
more students than the previous two fall semester counts. Along
those lines, the percentage of women students are at the highest
point in the same time frame. When one includes the master’s
and doctorate students, the college’s enrollment nearly reaches
1,800 students.
More than 400 of those students are majoring in mechanical
engineering, by far the most popular field. Mechanical
engineering is also the most popular choice among freshmen as
122 have declared that discipline.
Civil and environmental engineering ranks second in both the
overall and freshman categories,
Several members of the freshmen class cite the college’s
reputation as well as the overall feel and look of the university.
Here are a few members of the freshman class:
Emily Lawrenson is excited about the possibilitiesavailable as a civil engineering student. Originallyfrom Beresford, Lawrenson has enjoyed the
beginning of her freshman year. She is glad to be a
member of the Engineering Living Learning Community
in Matthews Hall, as this setting has allowed her to meet
students with similar interests and academic goals.
Lawrenson considered other universities before
deciding to attend SDSU. In the end, her family history—
her father attended SDSU—and the reasonable tuition
helped with the final decision to become a Jackrabbit.
She is already active on campus as she plays tenor
saxophone in The Pride of the Dakotas and is a member
of the clarinet ensemble Windy Jacks. She plans to
partake in the American Society of Civil Engineers
concrete canoe competition. The concrete canoe
competition is a contest with other universities based on
design and construction principles, planning, testing and
construction of the canoe, performance in water
competitions and a formal business presentation.
Academically, Lawrenson is excited to explore the
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Emily Meerdink, from Hawarden, Iowa, has a strong background inengineering. Her high school participated in the Lakeside Lab program atLake Okoboji. Every spring and fall, Akron-Westfield High School teachers
select 20 students to attend a weekend exploring hands-on science applications.
Through Lakeside Lab, she was able to discover the possibilities within
engineering and science. As a senior, Meerdink was selected to conduct an
individual project involving elevation survey. This high school experience was
influential in developing her desire to become a civil or environmental engineer. 
Meerdink chose State because she was drawn to the beautiful campus during her
tour as a high school student. The faculty and reputable engineering department
only helped reassure her decision to become a Jackrabbit. Meerdink hopes to
become a civil or environmental engineer and potentially work with state and federal government on environmental projects with
watersheds or dams. A career in engineering excites Meerdink because she likes helping people and hopes to create things that are
better for the environment and better for the people around us.
SDSU’s reputable engineering program as well as the opportunity to stay inSouth Dakota are the two main reasons Cody Reed of Elk Point decided tomajor in engineering at State. The faculty and students he has met in the past
and during campus visits helped contribute to his desire to attend State.
As far as career goals are concerned, Reed would like to graduate with his
bachelor’s degree in mechanical engineering and then continue his education by
studying biomedical engineering in graduate school. After completing his studies,
Reed would like to work in biomedical engineering developing prosthetics.
Overall, he hopes to find a way to be involved with helping people. Reed is excited
about his future career path because of the impact that engineering is having on
the world right now, and the opportunities to help improve and better the world
around us. 
Callie Sleep is currently majoring in mathematics while considering minorsin computer science and Spanish. She chose State over other colleges shehad been accepted to because she enjoyed the campus and felt at home
during her campus tours and while attending camps hosted at the university. 
Sleep is starting to get involved on campus through intramurals, making friends,
studying and exploring the different clubs and student organizations. She chose to
major in math because she enjoys always finding a definite answer and is excited
to explore the new possibilities. She is considering a potential career in financial







Plopping down on the couch with a bowlof Cheetos to watch a little high-definition television seems like an
escape from science lessons. But how were
those Cheetos made and what is the
technology that makes that picture so clear?
Science lessons are all around us, and the
Jerome J. Lohr College of Engineering is
reaching out to middle school and high school
students to present them in an engaging way
that leaves many of them thinking about a
science-related career.
Lew Brown, college dean, said the
fundamental lesson is that learning and hard
work can be disguised in the lab coat of fun
and social interaction.
That is true whether the format is at an
established science fair—the Eastern South
Dakota Science and Technology Fair was
started 60 years ago—or at a new robotics
competition. This fall, SDSU will host its third
annual BEST Robotics contest. In both,
students can qualify for advanced
competitions.
In addition to these one-day displays of
team and individual talent, the college also
hosts two multiday summer camps, two one-
day workshops for teenage girls and the
decades-old Engineering Expo, which attracts
hundreds of students in the region and also is
the venue for college students to display their
work.
Brown said, “In each of these activities,
students work with and among their peers in a
format that is more engaging than a classroom
lesson and probably more productive in a
number of areas, including the mapping of
their future.” 
Influenced by YEA
For example, Sara Schoening had
completed her junior year at Glenwood (Iowa)
Community High School when she attended
Youth Engineering Adventure in June. The
five-day, on-campus camp is designed to help
high school students build understanding and
enthusiasm for engineering as a career.
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Enticing tomorrow’s students
Camps, contests, workshops designed to intrigue, motivate future engineers
Top: SDSU engineering students help eighth-grade girls
identify the mystery powder in the paper cups during an
experiment at a past GEMS session.
Left: ACE Camp, which is sponsored by NASA and hosted
by SDSU, not only gives students a chance to get their
photos taken in a space suit, it also lets students get two
hours of flight and ground training.
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Schoening said she knew she wanted to
become an engineer, but wasn’t sure what kind or
where she wanted to go to college.
Youth Engineering Adventure took care of
that. She had visited the engineering school in
her state, but had heard good things about SDSU.
So she made a college visit to State.
“South Dakota State made it feel like it was
more about me. It was very personalized,”
Schoening said. “I met with the dean of the
architecture college, the dean of the engineering
college, the dean of the honors college. It made it
feel like it was about me.”
Associate Dean Rich Reid suggested she
attend Youth Engineering Adventure to see what
type of engineering appealed to her.
After the camp, she decided on civil
engineering. “I really love math and science. I
love getting to work with people on a really big
project like building a bridge or a road would be.
I love the bridge-building contests that
everybody is doing,” said Schoening, who built a
balsa wood bridge at the camp.
Engineering is everywhere
Other activities included designing a wind
turbine out of poster board and creating a robotic
bug using transistors and a motor.
For Schoening, one of the highlights of Youth
Engineering Adventure was seeing electrical
engineering at a higher level. The 34 students
toured the headquarters of scoreboard and sign
manufacturing giant Daktronics. “It was cool to
see an electrical engineering project from
planning it to the final product. They showed us
each individual step,” she said.
A less glamorous tour was the Brookings
wastewater treatment plant, where students
learned the science of making dirty water clean.
Youth Engineering Adventure is designed to
show students how engineering involves every
aspect of daily living, according to Geoff
Bonvallet, a physics department faculty member
who oversees Youth Engineering Adventure. For
example, that’s why students are given everyday
objects and asked to name which parts of them
were engineered. 
“It doesn’t occur to most people that the
number of ridges on a pen, the adhesive for a
milk carton, and even the milk itself were
deliberately analyzed and designed. Nearly
everything we touch has been touched by an
engineer,” Bonvallet said.
Camp camaraderie
The camp also is designed to create
camaraderie among the students, who may not
know anyone when they arrive.
That was certainly the case for Schoening,
who knew no one when she arrived and had
made a couple best friends when she left. “I made
three really best friends who I still have today. We
did projects together. We all just got along
instantly. We were all willing to try something
new. It just clicked,” she said.
Her friends are Sadie Odenbrett, a
sophomore; Omar Rodriguez, a junior; and
Brody Woods, a senior.
On the third day of camp, they discovered
the SDSU Bookstore, where the girls bought
matching shirts and socks and dressed alike each
day. The boys were a bit crazier yet and became
known for their dare challenge— to buy wigs —
one yellow, one blue—and wear them each day.
Ryan Jorgenson, a May graduate who helped
at the camp, said, “All the students had a great
time. They made some great friends really
quickly. During the ceremony they had at the
end, they were sad to leave. 
“It’s really a great bonding experience for the
kids. They spend all day with each other for the
week, so they get to know each other really quick.
And it’s a place where you can just be yourself
and not be judged because everybody’s just there
to learn about engineering and have fun.”
Brian Lawburgh, a graduate research
assistant in mechanical engineering, has been a
counselor at three Youth Engineering Adventure
camps.
“You get to see these kids grow so much
during the week. It’s really fun. I enjoyed it. It is
probably one of my fondest memories from the
programs I helped out with. No matter where you
go and what you do, you have that opportunity to
be a positive influence on others,” Lawburgh said.
Engineering from a female perspective
That also is a big focus with the GEMS
(Girls, Engineering, Mathematics and Science)
and Ready SET (Science, Engineering,
Technology) Go!
GEMS is tailored toward eighth-graders
while Ready, SET Go! is focused on high school
students. “In some years we have some really
great keynote speakers and, in many cases,
they’re able to tell how they’ve been able to
translate their education into cool jobs and use
their degree to impact others,” said Erin Cortus,
an assistant professor in agricultural and
biosystems engineering.
The list includes Francine Moudry, head of
the Bel Brands USA plant in Brookings, and
Karin Hanson, a 2013 grad who is now an
“imagineer” at Disney World, where she designs
the attractions she once enjoyed as a child. “The
one-on-one experience is important for females
for math and science,” said Cortus, who has been
helping at both workshops since spring 2010.
“When I was in undergraduate school at the
University of Saskatchewan, I worked with a
similar program. This was an opportunity to get
involved in the same cause at South Dakota State
University.
Support from outside State
“What I really like about how they are run
here is the influence of organizations outside the
Top: BEST Robotics gives middle school and
high school students a chance to test their ability
to build and program robots and a chance for
their siblings to root them on at game day, which
this year is Nov. 1 in Brookings.
Middle: College of Engineering camps are
designed to build camaraderie as well as teach.
Brody Woods, left, and Omar Rodriguez became
best friends at this summer’s Youth Engineering
Adventure and sported matching SDSU blue wigs
during a bowling session. The five-day camp
includes experiments, tours and recreation.
Bottom: Students at a Ready, SET-Go! workshop
follow a diagram to build their own robot. The
all-day session is designed to stimulate interest
in science, engineering and technology for high
school girls.
university. They have a lot of volunteers
come in from industry,” she continued.
“Becky Schmieding is a great example of
long-term commitment by industry to the
cause. It’s important to have the volunteers
and also it’s rewarding for the girls.”
Schmieding, a 1978 graduate, had a 31-
year career with IBM before closing out her
career as a project manager at Mayo Clinic.
She was a driving force behind starting
the GEMS and Ready SET Go! workshops
and continues financial support. The college
has more than 40 businesses and individuals
that subsidize its outreach activities, allowing
students to attend at a fraction of the actual
cost. For example, the fee for the five-day
YEA camp is only $100 and that includes
lodging and food.
In 2013, the college reported that 574
people participated in its outreach events, a
number that couldn’t be reached without
financial aid, Brown said.
One of the programs most successful in
gaining support is BEST Robotics, which
collects no funds from participants. “We
have been very blessed with our
sponsorships. Dr. Brown is really committed
to the program and has been reaching out to
sponsors to ensure there are funds for BEST. 
“It seems like there’s enough passion out
there in the industry to do it right for the
students. Because of the sponsors we have,
we have been able to run very successful
events,” according to Kim Prohaska, a
computer science faculty member and
director of the SDSU BEST Robotics hub.
Industry sees support as investment
BEST sponsors include Daktronics,
which chose to support the relatively new
program because of its potential in
promoting engineering careers.
Carla Gatzke, vice president of human
resources, said, “We’ve experienced a
shortage of engineers nationwide as well as at
our company. We’re helping SDSU to try to
encourage more high schoolers to consider
engineering, especially electrical and
computer science.
“There are interesting competitions for
high schoolers in civil, like bridge building,
and mechanical, like engine work, but it’s
difficult to find something that gives a high
schooler an experience with electrical and
something with software. Robotics does
that.”
Engineering Expo remains popular
Of course, BEST Robotics isn’t the only
arena to get exposed to robotics.
Engineering Expo, which debuted in
1984 as Engineering Exploration Days,
includes eight contests in a variety of
disciplines. In the hill climber, students build
a two-kilogram, battery-powered car that
climbs a wooden plank and attempts to hold
its position at the top of the “hill” when
another car reaches the peak of the hill.
Engineering Expo attracts an estimated
400 high school students from South Dakota,
Nebraska, Iowa and Minnesota.
New to the competition in 2014 was a
team from Wahoo, Neb., which is located
between Omaha and Lincoln.
Science teacher Clayton Tomjack, in his
third year at Wahoo, said, “The first year I
got a flyer from the college. The second year
I came up and shot a short video to show the
school board. It was a three-year
process to convince the school board
to approve this overnight trip.”
The power of a water slide
The board had suggested a
science expo at Creighton University,
but it is primarily testing, the retired
military officer said.
He forwarded the suggestion to
his students, but “as soon as the
students knew they would have to
give up a Saturday, they weren’t
interested.” On the other hand, when
students learned there was a water
slide at the Brookings Holiday Inn
Express, they were ready for a road
trip, Tomjack shares with a laugh, adding,
“You don’t know how much truth there is to
that.”
He brought nine students. “I could have
brought 20.” He intends to bring more
students in 2015 and get an earlier start on
preparing for the contests. “This has
definitely been worth it.”
Water slides and wigs may seem
superfluous props to the teaching of
engineering, but they serve to market to the
current interests of the students while
exposing them to future interests.
BEST’s Prohaska said, “They’re having
fun and they’re learning about the whole
engineering design process as almost a side
effect.”
Dave Graves 
Above: Members of the Brookings High School robotics team, Homosapiens Advancing Technology, troubleshoot their
robot with the help of a couple parents at a practice event for the 2013 BEST Robotics competition. Pictured, from left,
are Nicholas Rudnik, Samantha Bridges, Dallas Bridges, Justin Nielson and Tony Nielson.
Below: There is no hiding the excitement this ACE camper has in being behind the controls of an aircraft. During the
four-day camp, high school students also build and launch air rockets, look into the workings of a jet engine and explore
an F-16 jet fighter.
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Camp/Event Donors for the
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ering, Science and Tec
hnology) Robotics is p
art of a national roboti
cs competition for hig
h school and middle s
chool teams. Local wi
nners advance to regi
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There is no registratio
n fee, but teams must
 have entered six wee
ks in advance of the lo
cal contest.
CONTACT: Kim Prohas







DATE :  Nov. 8, 2014
LOCATION: Crothers E
ngineering Hall. The a
nnual all-day session 
is the high school vers
ion of GEMS. It uses
professional women a
nd hands-on activities
, such as electrical cir
cuitry, electrical consu
mption and water trea
tment, to
inspire girls to pursue
 courses of study intro
duced during the work
shop. There also is a s




COST: $20, advanced 
registration requested
CONTACT: Rich Reid, a





ota Science and En
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An all-day, judged exh
ibit for middle school a
nd high school studen
ts who first compete a
t their local science fa
ir. Grand-
prize winners in the se
nior category receive a
n all-expense-paid trip
 to the Intel Internation
al Science and Engine
ering
Fair, held in a new loc
ation every year.
COST: No charge to en
ter, but advanced regi
stration require
CONTACT: Brad Blaha,






DATE: March 28, 2015
LOCATION: Crothers E
ngineering Hall
The annual all-day ses
sion is designed to sti
mulate eighth-grade g
irls to pursue courses 
of study introduced du
ring the
hands-on workshop, w
hich includes robots, b
ridge building an foren
sic science. There also






CONTACT: Rich Reid, a





DATE: April 24, 2015
LOCATION: Swiftel Cen
ter, Brookings
High school students c
ompete in contests fo
r prizes and bragging 
rights in such events a
s human wallpaper,
photovoltaic cannon a
nd rocket car. Math an
d physics competition
s also are held. The ex
po annually attracts ab
out 400
high schoolers from e
astern South Dakota, 
western Minnesota an
d Iowa, and eastern N
ebraska. It is held in c
onjunction
with the college’s sen
ior design project disp
lay and competition.   
  
COST: Free, advanced 
high school registratio
n requested





DATE: June 21-25 (??
), 2015
LOCATION: on campus
The camp allows high
 school students to dis





n with engineering pro
fessionals. Students a
re divided into groups
 of 10 and each group
 works
closely with an engine












DATE: July 12-15, 201
5
LOCATION: on campus
Sponsored by NASA a
nd hosted at SDSU, th
is four-day camp prov
ides high school stude
nts a look at aviation a
nd
aerospace careers. St
udents will receive two
 hours of flight and gr
ound training, get beh
ind the controls of an 
aircraft,
build and launch air ro
ckets, look into the wo
rkings of a jet engine,
 explore an F-16 fight
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CAMPS
His doctors call him “the miracleman,” but his friends andcolleagues agree that professor
Alireza Salehnia’s second chance at life was
a blessing from God. 
After posting grades for his computer
science classes Dec. 18, 2013, Salehnia
spent the night before his surgery to
replace both heart valves with his family—
wife Zari Alishiri and daughters Sonya, 29,
and Shieva, 25—at the hospital.  
This would be his third heart surgery
since being diagnosed with a heart
murmur in 1986, and his second valve
replacement at Avera Heart Hospital. In
fall 1999, he had been hospitalized for
seven days following surgery.  
“I anticipated that this time it would
take 12 days at the most,” he explained.
Neither he nor his doctors knew that he
would regain consciousness 45 days later. 
Multiple organ failure
  “Ali is one of those people, if you
know him, you have a friend for life,” said
George Hamer, assistant head of the
electrical engineering and computer
science department. He and Salehnia came
to SDSU the same year—1989. 
Hamer and his wife Julie stopped to see
Salehnia when they came back from
Christmas break Jan. 11. “I walked out of
the room that day and didn’t think I would
see him again,” he said. “From then on, we
tried to get there every weekend to support
Zari.” 
Mechanical engineering professor
Fereidoon Delfanian said, “We thought
we were going to lose him.”  The two have
known each other for more than 20 years.
After more than three weeks with no
improvement in Salehnia’s condition,
Alishiri and Delfanian met with Salehnia’s
doctors. 
The heart valves were working well, but
that was the only good news, Delfanian
recalled.  Salehnia had an infection in his
lungs for which he was receiving
antibiotics and was on a respirator. His
liver and kidneys had also shut down.  
The neurologist assured them that “his
brain was fine,” added Delfanian.  
Though his friends feared the worst,
Alishiri remained steadfast, spending most
of her time at her husband’s bedside.
Nursing perspective
After the meeting, Alishiri began asking
nurses and doctors more questions about
procedures and medications using medical
terminology she had learned, she recalled. 
“I had read it in the books and here was
the practical part of it,” she added. “I felt
my involvement made a big difference.”
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Salehnia returns to classroom
after ‘miracle’ recovery
Faculty  News
Specialists who had only monitored
Salehnia’s condition electronically prior to
the meeting came in twice a day, Alishiri
explained.  “Instead of one nurse, he had
two.” 
As Salehnia’s condition began
improving, doctors reduced the sedation
that was allowing his heart to heal and he
began opening his eyes occasionally,
Alishiri explained. “He kept looking at the
clock on the wall.”
The day Salehnia woke up and asked
what time the surgery was over, Alishiri
wasn’t sure how much she should tell him.
“About 45 days ago,” she responded.
Road to recovery
To wean Salehnia off the trachea and
feeding tube, he was transferred Feb. 6 to
Select Specialty Hospital in Sioux Falls.
“Their job was to restart and revitalize the
organs that had collapsed,” Salehnia said.  
“The lungs were the first to come back
and then the liver,” Alishiri said.  The third
week at Select, Salehnia got his first bite of
food—after 110 days. Until then he had
been restricted to a few ice cubes. He had
lost nearly 30 pounds. 
“I had dreams of having an ice cube and
an ice cold glass of cola,” said Salehnia.  
As he became stronger, Alishiri began
telling her husband about the outpouring
of support from the 200 people who visited
the hospital, sent cards and prayed for his
recovery. 
“We realized that we have a family
bigger than just the four of us,” Alishiri
said.
By mid-March, his kidneys were
functioning well enough that he didn’t
need dialysis, something the doctors did
not think would happen.
Salehnia went home April 4 and
continued physical therapy in Brookings
for another three to four months.  He
returned to the classroom this fall.
“There is a reason that I am alive,
something that I have to do,” Salehnia
added. 
“The Miracle Man,” as his doctors now
refer to him, gave them a new perspective.
“You caused me to change my behavior
and attitude. Now I know there is always
hope,” Salehnia recalled one of the
specialists saying.  
As his surgeon told him: “Wow, sir, you
made it.”
Christie Delfanian
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Left: Professor Alireza Salehnia makes a stop at his
office in Daktronics Hall April 8, four days after being
released from the hospital. On Dec. 19, 2013, he had
surgery to replace two heart valves and did not regain
consciousness for 45 days. His friends and doctors say
his recovery is a miracle. 
Right: Salehnia and wife Zari Alishiri relax at their home
in Brookings after his first day of classes Aug. 25. 
Bottom: “If I faint, don’t take advantage of me,” jokes
Salehnia during his first week back in the classroom.
The first days of class were a bit exhausting, he admits,
but “it felt great to be in front of students again.”
Wayne Knabach retired from theclassroom in May 1995, but henever cut ties with SDSU and,
most importantly, his students.
“Even though he was retired for many
years, he remained in contact with hundreds
of former students. I’ve never seen anything
like it,” said Dean Lew Brown, who had
classes under Knabach when he was earning
his electrical engineering degree in 1984.
Knabach, 86, a member of the electrical
engineering faculty from 1957 to 1995, died
Aug. 5, 2014, at a Sioux Falls hospice after a
two-year battle with cancer.
“Even up to eight months ago, I could call
Wayne and ask what happened to so-and-so.
He could tell you who hired him, where he
was from, maybe even his parents and where
he was at now,” said Brown, noting that
Knabach was known for personally caring
for students who ended up in the power
engineering area.
Brown didn’t take that track, but came to
better appreciate Knabach’s influence after
becoming department head in 1993.
“When I became department head and
interacted with the CEOs of the power
industry, I realized what a tremendous
mentor he was. I can’t tell you how many
who told me, ‘I got into the power and utility
business all going back to that personal
interest and contact he showed in me,’”
Brown said.
‘My favorite story’
Among the utility leaders influenced by
the 1949 electrical engineering graduate was
Jim Wilcox, a 1976 electrical engineering
graduate and South Dakota principal
manager for Xcel Energy.
“My favorite story is when I was a
sophomore, I had not yet selected an
electrical engineering specialty. Wayne called
me into his office and said he had access to
an East River Co-op scholarship for anyone
who wanted to be a power system engineer. 
“It took me about 200 milliseconds to
decide I too wanted to be a power system
engineer,” Wilcox said.
Brown explained, “He taught a required
sophomore class and always kept an eye out
for the sharpest students. He identified them
and offered scholarships. I would say Wayne
personally mentored nearly every leader in
the power industry in the region.”
Power system studies coordinator
From 1971 to 1995, Knabach directed the
Center for Power Systems Studies, which was
founded at State in 1968.
The center was founded by electrical
engineering faculty member Junis O. Storry,
later dean of the college, to address the
shortage of young engineers entering the
power systems engineering field. A
consortium of utilities banded together to
provide scholarship dollars.
Knabach doubled the number of full
members from five to 10 and created
associate members, which totaled 12 in four
states, and operated on a $26,500 budget
when he retired.
Today, the center has 11 members and 15
associate members with an annual budget of
$44,000. The center annually awards $11,000
in scholarships. 
Steve Hietpas, head of electrical
engineering and computer science, took over
as coordinator after Knabach’s retirement.
“Much to my concern and trepidation, the
CPSS reigns were handed over to me soon
after I started here at SDSU. Fortunately, the
transition was actually very smooth because
Wayne Knabach had established a very
strong center with incredible industry and
alumni support, which is a testament to his
leadership,” Hietpas said.
Rod Scheel, vice president of information
technology and special projects with Otter
Tail Power Co., noted that often scholarship
recipients would return to the Center for
Power Systems Studies as a board member
representing their company. “There was an
Faculty News
Wayne Knabach
Professor remembered for dedication to students
“The lights in South
Dakota are on today
because of Wayne
Knabach.”
—Jim Wilcox, a former
student and friend of
Knabach
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ongoing cycle that strengthened the
industry,” Scheel said.
Scheel was one of those. He came to
State as a graduate student in 1971 on a
fellowship from the center.
Sincere care for students
His mental image of his thesis adviser is
Knabach wearing a white medical lab coat
with a stick of chalk in his fingers at the
board “diagramming some aspect of the
power industry, reducing that complex
power system situation to understandable
terms,” Scheel said.
While explaining theories, terms and
formulas, Knabach “set high standards for
me that I worked to achieve and after
graduation I continued to work toward
those standards,” Scheel said.
Dennis Helder, associate dean of
research in the college who earned
electrical engineering degrees in 1980 and
1985, said, “Wayne was an absolute
professional in the classroom, yet his care
and concern for students was
unmistakable.  
“I had the good fortune of having
Wayne as my major adviser while working
on my master’s degree. I’ll never forget the
time and effort he put in to make my
thesis not just good, but perfect. He set a
high bar that is largely unequaled.”
Scheel said that he has carried on not
only Knabach’s work ethic, but also his
application of the Golden Rule.
“Wayne had a sincere concern about his
students as persons, not just as students.
He treated students as he would want to be
treated. In my professional career, I’ve
tried to treat people with that same kind of
respect,” said Scheel, noting the attitude
stems from a Christian faith they shared.
“It was evident when I was a student
and something he held onto until the end
of his life,” Scheel said.
He flew his personal plane to Sioux
Falls July 16 for one final visit with the
academic mentor who had become a good
personal friend. Though Knabach was
heavily medicated, the men talked for a
few minutes and “I shared with his family
the faith he had and the faith we all had.”
Award named after Knabach
Wilcox also became a lifelong friend of
Knabach, who moved to Sioux Falls in his
retirement years to be near his daughters.
Since Wilcox lives in Sioux Falls, he was
able to visit Knabach frequently. He also
would drive him to Brookings for SDSU
basketball games. The efforts of industry
leaders like Scheel and Wilcox “gives you
an idea what people thought of him,”
Brown said.
The honors bestowed to Knabach,
including designation as an SDSU
Distinguished Engineer, also testify to how
those in the industry felt about Knabach.
In 2010, the Wayne E. Knabach Award
for Excellence in Power was created by the
Center for Power Systems Studies
members as a lifetime achievement honor.
The first recipient was the award’s
namesake. Hietpas said, “When members
considered the significant number of lives
he touched, it was an easy decision.”
That also is when the Wayne Knabach
Student Lounge was dedicated inside the
south entrance to the Daktronics
Engineering Hall. Former students Jim
Edwards ’82 and Wilcox spearheaded
fundraising for the naming rights.
At the ceremony, Knabach said, “I fully
recognize the uniqueness of this room
dedication and I’m very proud of the
students implementing it. It’s just
unbelievable for something like this to
happen to me.”
The Knabach Award has since been
presented to Ed Cannon, Rod Scheel,
Wanda Reader, Jeff Nelson, all his students.
Inspired by success of his students
Knabach attended each presentation,
including in Oct. 21, 2013, when Nelson
received his award. Knabach’s presence at
that banquet, 15 months into his battle
with cancer, made the night memorable
for all, but particularly Nelson.
“To be recognized with this award and
the fact Wayne made a special effort to
attend when he has been ill, made this very
satisfying,” Nelson said.
Knabach felt the same.
“Boy, it was great to be there last
Monday. We had some time to talk one-
on-one,” he said in a phone interview after
the banquet. “These meetings are why I
made an effort to attend; to shake hands
and greet people. It is very satisfying that
(the former students) found the
opportunity, saw fit to stay and were
successful.”
Successful indeed. 
Wilcox said, “Every power system
organization in South Dakota today
employs engineers, managers or vice
presidents who came from Wayne’s power
system engineering program.
“The lights in South Dakota are on
today because of Wayne Knabach.”
Dave Graves
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Above: Professor Emeritus Wayne Knabach flashes his
signature grin while speaking Oct. 19, 2009, when he
received the Lifetime Achievement Award from the Center
for Power Systems Studies. He delivered a keynote
message that evening after the Wayne Knabach Student
Lounge was dedicated in the electrical engineering
building earlier that day.
Left: Jeff Nelson, right, winner of the Wayne Knabach
Award, poses with the award's namesake at the Oct. 21
meeting of the Center for Power Systems Studies at
South Dakota State University. Nelson is the retiring
general manager of East River Electric in Madison.
Knabach is a retired SDSU faculty member.
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The Jerome J. Lohr College of Engineering Phonathon,has been an annual event since it was started in 1983 bythen Dean Ernest Buckley. This year, the phonathon is
better described as a “thank-a-thon” and by an overwhelming vote
of the college faculty will officially be known as Engineering
Alumni Appreciation Week. 
The purpose isn’t to ask for money, but to let current students
thank former students for past donations to the college.  
Dean Lew Brown said, “The phonathon has become the
lifeblood for the college. It provides money to send faculty to
workshops, to finance student travel and to help fund student
organizations. It is difficult to conceive how our academic
programs could operate without the ongoing generous support of
our alums.”
Brown added, “The phonathon has become a social/cultural
event in our college. Students volunteer and represent their
departments. Faculty drop in to encourage the students.
Fundraising is on the list, but it’s only one of the aspects. Our
alumni like the calls and the updates about their programs.”
For last year’s phonathon, an outside firm hired by the SDSU
Foundation to oversee the fundraising calls had to deal with
technical difficulties on the opening weekend of the phonathon,
and there were issues with the fundraising script developed for use
by Lohr College of Engineering students.
Please and thanks becoming separate calls
The engineering faculty met immediately after last winter’s
phonathon to recommend improvements intended to reshape the
event. The dean and foundation leadership then met and proposed
the new model of separating calls for fundraising and thanking.  
Brown said, “Our friends and alumni will still receive annual
calls from student employees of the foundation’s calling center
asking for financial support for the departments and college. You
may not receive a call from an engineering student but a very
thankful engineering student will call during the new appreciation
week event.”  
In the new model, engineering students will still engage in a
conversation with alumni about their alma mater but the primary
purpose of the calls is for our students to say thanks for the
generous financial support. The thank-you calls will be identifiable
by a unique caller ID.
‘Some wonderful alumni’
Barb Dyer, program assistant in the dean’s office, has memories
of when the phonathon was in the basement of Pierson Hall and
students were calling out on push-button phones. “We couldn’t get
the kids to leave after their calling shifts for all the fun they had.
We have some wonderful alumni,” Dyer said.
Keith Mahlum, vice president for development at the SDSU
Foundation, wants to see that relationship maintained as well.
“We are committed to enhancing the 2015 Engineering Alumni
Appreciation Week and Phonathon. Over the years our student
callers have developed strong rapport with our alumni and friends.
There is a great sense of pride that has created a generous culture
of giving within the Lohr College of Engineering,” Mahlum said.
Those alumni should expect their thank-you calls for




Since its inception in 1983, the College of Engineering Phonathon has changed in
look and location. The photo above, from 1999, shows when push-button phones
were used in the basement of Pierson Hall. The photo below, from 2011, shows an
engineering student at work in the SDSU Foundation’s calling center. In 2015, the
format will change with engineering students placing thank-you calls to alumni.
Student employees of the foundation will make the calls asking for financial support.
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Once again, the Jerome J. LohrCollege of Engineering has amember honored as part of this
year’s class of the Distinguished Alumni at
South Dakota State University. This year, that
individual is Leon Ellwein, class of 1964/’66,
who now calls La Jolla, California, home.
The distinguished alumni banquet is 6:30
p.m. Oct. 24, the evening before Hobo Day,
at the Swiftel Center. Tickets are $30 ($10 for
age 12 and younger). They can be purchased
from the SDSU Alumni Association at 605-
697-5198 or 888-735-2257 or online at
www.statealum.com. Reservations and
payments are due by Oct. 16.
There also is a free public reception at
Tompkins Alumni Center, 905 Medary Ave.,
from 3 to 4:30 p.m. Oct. 24.
Ellwein, who was honored in the
professional achievement category, used his
mechanical engineering degree from State to
become one of the world leaders in
ophthalmology.
An education that began in a one-room
country school near Roscoe extended to a
doctorate in industrial engineering from
Stanford and advanced management training
at Harvard. He has provided scientific
leadership in eye research projects around
the world and has helped develop FDA
guidelines.
Currently, he is a special volunteer with
the National Eye Institute, National Institutes
of Health.
From 1991 to 2007, he held a senior
advisory role at the National Eye Institute,
where he helped strengthen efforts to
understand and treat the causes of vision loss
and blindness worldwide.
One of those efforts was the restructuring
of a contract between the National Eye
Institute and the World Health Organization,
which opened the way for funding
epidemiological research in developing
countries and eventually led to successful
cataract surgeries in China, Brazil, Nepal,
India and other countries.
Letters supporting Ellwein’s nomination
as a distinguished alumnus come from
doctors in Brazil, China and India, all calling
him a world leader in ophthalmology.
A Chinese ophthalmologist who worked
closely with Ellwein on a study in
Guangzhou, wrote, “This work provided the
evidence needed to motivate the Lions Club
International to launch the SightFirst China
Project, under which more than $60 million
(USD) were invested to save sight for more
than one million patients throughout rural
China.”
Ellwein and his wife, Sarah (Nelson), class
of 1965, have two married sons, Charles, of
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Running a family construction firmthat now reaches four generationsand exceeds 50 years requires
constant adaptations, even if the firm’s
primary commodity is as old as dirt.
In fact, it is dirt.
A-G-E Corp., of Fort Pierre, is one of
the state’s oldest and largest dirt-hauling
and grading companies. G. Allan Johnson
formed the company June 1, 1964, with his
son, Gerald, and his son-in-law Elden
Garrett. The company takes its name from
the initials of the founders’ first names.
Its roots date to 1952, when G. Allan
started his own business building dams
and doing soil conservation projects. 
Gerald went in business with his dad in
1955 after returning from the Marine
Corps. Today he owns the business with
his son, Gary. Gary’s two sons, Gerad ’10
and Andy ’10, are on board as project
superintendent and estimator, and crane
service manager and estimator,
respectively. 
Gary, who has taught “Heavy Highway
Estimating” at State, is company president.
Gerald, age 83, remains active in the
company. In fact, when Gary was being
interviewed for this story, Gerald was
running a scraper.
Anniversary marked with picnic, dance
“My dad and granddad and uncle
started it with 10 people working for
them,” Gary Johnson said the day before
an Aug. 2 golden anniversary celebration.
The company hosted a cookout for
employees and their families at Fisher Lilly
Park in Fort Pierre and then opened the
Fort Pierre Community Youth Center for a
public dance with the Salem-based band
Something New.
There’s really nothing new about
Something New. The ’60s and ’70s rock
band has been around for years.
While A-G-E was around when that
music was first being recorded, it has
experienced a lot of changes. “At various
times we’ve employed as many as 100,” said
Johnson, who said A-G-E now has two
crews and 30 workers.
Profitability through diversification
The early days of the company were
focused on small road and highway
projects, but “we do a lot more than haul
dirt anymore,” Johnson said. “Andy
manages the crane division. We bought out
Land and Marine Development Crane
Service of Fort Pierre about a year ago.”  
With that came an EZ Dock franchise.
“We have worked on docks all up and
down the Missouri River. Generally, the
people who buy the docks have us install
and pull them out. It’s a pretty small part of
our time,” Johnson said.
The vast majority (70 percent) of the
company’s work is with the South Dakota
Department of Transportation.
“We put in the first precast box culvert
in the state in 1980 on Highway 47 near
Seneca. To date, we’ve put in over 100. Our
company was very proactive with the
company that builds those products.
Casting a box culvert on-site can take six
to eight weeks as compared to two or three
weeks with precast. 
“In 1997, we change-ordered a bridge
on U.S. Highway 83 north of Onida, three
runs of 12x12x12 (feet). At that time it was
the largest precast culvert in the state,”
Johnson said.
Record project in the offing
This fall A-G-E will set in place a
double 15- x 10-foot precast structure, the
largest box culvert to date in South
Dakota.
Not as old as dirt
But roots of A-G-E Corp. go down 50-plus years
The precast sections will be trucked to the site near
Bison and then set in place by A-G-E cranes. The firm has
seven cranes, ranging in capacity from 18 to 110 tons. The
Bison job will require the 110-ton crane. Andy Johnson
took a weeklong course through the North Dakota
Association of General Contractors to become a certified
crane operator.
He said, “It’s really opened a door for us. If there’s not
dirt work to do, there might be structural steel to set or an
air conditioner unit. It’s more diversification. You’re not
just relying on dirt work or laying asphalt.”
The A-G-E fleet includes 50 scrapers, 30 trucks, 60
trailers and 100 pieces of “heavy support equipment,”
which Gary Johnson defined as dozers, compactors, motor
graders and loaders.
“Fifty years ago we just hauled the dirt and built the
road. We’ve become very diversified. If you were going to
survive on just hauling dirt, you probably aren’t around
any more,” he said.
A-G-E’s project list includes interstate highway
construction, mine development and reclamation, railroad
grade construction, precast concrete box culvert
installations, site development, airport construction,
demolition, heavy civil mechanical work, crane rental and
custom heavy haul work. 
“We look for opportunity. I’m probably ahead of the
game from most companies because of our diversity,” Gary
Johnson said.
Challenges: Fuel tax, employee recruitment
Among the challenges he sees in A-G-E’s future are
what becomes of state and federal fuel taxes that fund road
projects and the dearth of young people going into the
field.
“There’s high demand and no supply nationwide.
People don’t want to work any more. They want a position.
It’s very apparent because you can see it in the age of the
workers. We might go from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. The money is
good, but they get pressures from home. There aren’t many
people coming into it,” Johnson said.
Of course, his sons are an exception.
Andy, who is married and has a 9-month-old son, said,
“I grew up in it. There’s a passion for it. More and more
kids haven’t grown up with machinery. It’s not working
with your hands, like cabinetry. It’s all about heavy
machinery. I’d attribute it a lot to fewer kids growing up in
an ag background.
“It’s in my DNA. Build bridges, move dirt, lay pipe. It’s
just always been a part of me. If it’s not loud, if it’s not big,
it just doesn’t trip my trigger.”
Dave Graves
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Opposite: A-G-E Corp. is one of the state’s oldest and largest dirt-hauling and
grading companies.
Above Right: Gary Johnson, an owner of A-G-E Corp., prepares to teach
“Heavy Highway Estimating,” a senior-level construction management course,
in Solberg Hall Jan. 30, 2014.
Right: A-G-E Corp. uses a 110-ton Krupp crane on a project for the Stanley
County Highway Department southwest of Fort Pierre in November 2013.
Brothers Andy and Gerad Johnson didn’t need a collegedegree to land a good-paying job.
They are sons of Gary Johnson, president of A-G-E Corp., of
Fort Pierre, one of the state’s leading excavation and site-
development companies. They gained plenty of work experience
while in high school and immediately following graduation from
Stanley County High School.
But in separate decisions they realized the importance of a
college education, and in May 2010 earned degrees in
construction management.
Now they are back working with A-G-E, which was founded
by their great-grandfather, their grandfather and a great-uncle in
1964. Today, Gerad is project superintendent and estimator while
Andy is crane service manager and estimator. The company
operates primarily in North and South Dakota and Wyoming.
Gerad, three years older than his brother, worked with A-G-E
for two years after high school graduation and worked for
Raytheon Industries for two years in Antarctica, where he put his
road construction skills to work constructing ice runways and
drilling through 20 feet of sea ice to set large icehouses.
When he decided it was time to go to school, he called
recently retired construction management faculty member Pat Pa -
nnell, took the ACT test and enrolled in classes in fall 2005. He
immediately got involved in campus life and by his sophomore
year he was president of the construction management club.
He knew he wanted to go into SDSU’s construction
management program and reasoned if he should change his mind,
SDSU had the most options of any school in the state.
Following brother to SDSU
Because of that, he never considered attending Black Hills
State, where Gary Johnson earned bachelor’s degrees in geology
and communications. Gerad also was instrumental in persuading
Andy to join him at State. Andy spent the year after high school
graduation working for A-G-E Corp.
“Gerad had been in the construction management program
for a year and said it was worth it,” Andy said.
He explained, “I had worked for the company ever since I was
a little kid. My first official job with the crew (at age 15) was a
heavy mechanic helper and I learned a lot of basics. I stayed with
that until age 18 or 19. I learned the cost of parts and how much
fuel the machines burn. But there was so much more I needed to
know. 
“You’ve got to know the machines, but you also have to know
how to manage people.”
CM offers broad curriculum
Andy originally enrolled as a general studies major. “I thought
long and hard about civil engineering. I asked my dad and he said
he would be proud of me when I became a P.E., but he said if
you’re going to come help me, I need you to build and manage a
project, not just design it.
“I really like the business and accounting side of things. The
construction management program is about half technical and
half business—accounting, business finance, human resources.
The degree is narrow enough it’s applicable, but broad enough
you can do different things with it.”
Four years after rejoining the family business, both men
consider their time at State a worthwhile investment.
Gerad said, “I got exposed to different aspects of
construction, knowing how the industry works, why things are





Above: A-G-E Corp. uses a 110-ton Krupp crane doing a major lift for South Dakota
Wheat Growers in McLaughlin in February 2014.
Top Right: Andy Johnson, crane service manager for A-G-E Corp., poses with one
of the company's seven cranes Sept. 22. He considered civil engineering before
deciding to study construction management.
Bottom Right: Gerad Johnson, a project superintendent and estimator with A-G-E
Corp., grew up in the family business and earned a construction management
degree from State in 2010.
priced that way, why things are scheduled like they are. I got a
broader knowledge of how the industry works.” He also took classes
in industrial manufacturing, “learning what goes into making
machinery or different hardware projects.”
Classes in geographic information systems helped him learn
how maps and plans are made, Gerad said.
Adapting technology to meet unique needs
Andy said, “When I was there, the construction management
program was really geared more toward building construction. It
wasn’t so much about building highways. The biggest thing I drew
from that is the building guys have so many more rapidly changing
programs, such as smartphone apps to make jobsite changes and
scheduling programs.
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“You’ve got- to know the machines, but you also have to know how to manage people.” 
-Andy Johnson, explaining his need to gain a college degree
“I had thought ‘That’s building stuff.’ Then when I got into
the program I saw it absolutely wasn’t. There is no reason we
couldn’t tweak it to what we need.”
So today A-G-E uses scheduling and project
documentation software that had been created for building
construction. 
“There may be something an engineer missed or we want
to look back and see why there was a delay. We’ve got a lot of
stuff backing us up. It not only covers us, we’re also able to
look back on it and see where we really slowed down on this
project. It makes you think more efficiently,” Andy said.
From construction site to classroom
The brothers aren’t the first from the family to graduate
from State. Their aunts, Barbara and Paula Johnson, graduated
in 1980 and 1981, respectively.
Now another family member is at State, at least during
spring semester. For the past three years, Gary Johnson has
been instructing the heavy highway estimating class.
“When the boys were starting their school years down
there, I would come down and got acquainted with Pat
Pannell,” Gary Johnson said. “He would have me coming once
a year or sometimes twice to talk to ‘Introduction  to
Construction Management.’ I got acquainted with Dr. Teresa
Hall (department head) as a result of that. 
“She approached me and asked if I would consider
teaching a class. I said ‘I don’t know how I would do that.’
Several years later she said, ‘We’re going to start a heavy
highway estimating class and I want you to teach it.’ I said ‘I
didn’t know how I would do that, but I would think about it.’ 
“I gave her a call back and said, ‘Can we try one class a
week, like a night class?”
Hall agreed, so since January 2012, Johnson has been
teaching Construction Management 452 on Thursdays from
4:30 to 7 p.m. Weather forced him to miss one class the first
year and three the second. Despite plenty of rough weather in
2014, Johnson had perfect attendance.
Student attendance is almost perfect as well.
It helps that attendance is figured into the grading scale,
but the senior-level class also is popular. Gerad said, “I’ve had
past students tell me that it is the best class they’ve had at State
because of how transferable his knowledge is. It’s a lot easier to
connect with what is real and has happened.
“There are a lot of people who teach construction,
therefore a lot of people who do it, but there aren’t many who
do both.”
Dave Graves
Steve Turner always dreamed of acareer in aviation. He took his firstflying lesson while earning his
associate’s degree in general agriculture at
South Dakota State.
His career began in farming, but from
there, a career in engineering took flight.
After graduating in 1977, Turner
moved back to Glenham to farm and
teach industrial arts in Selby for a year,
and then in Glenham for three years. 
“At first, I just wanted to fly for fun,” he
said.
Four years later, Turner took his
interest in flying to another level. He took
a leap of faith and returned to SDSU in
pursuit of an engineering degree. 
“I was interested in aircraft design and
hoped to be able to own an airplane
someday, so I went back for engineering,”
said Turner, noting that he would have
gone back for an aviation degree if it had
been offered at the time. “It was a tough
decision, but flying had always been a
passion of mine.”
Turner graduated with a bachelor’s
degree in mechanical engineering in
1987, and then continued to graduate
school at NASA Langley in Hampton,
Virginia, which offered a degree program
through George Washington University.
While there, Turner worked as a
graduate research assistant in NASA’s full-
scale wind tunnel facility. He credits his
education at SDSU for helping him secure
the NASA internship, which, at the time,
only accepted 10-15 students each year in
the aeronautical engineering program. He
graduated in 1989.
His path led him back to State, where
he instructed engineering courses for
four years. “I worked with Kurt Bassett,
now head of the department of
mechanical engineering, and taught
aircraft design and dynamics,” he said.
Turner taught half of the time, and did
outreach the second half—linking
regional industry with engineering
faculty and students. 
“I really enjoyed teaching,” said Turner.
“It was rewarding working with students
and seeing the light come on when they
understood the material.”
But it had been a lifelong dream of
Turner’s to work for Cessna, the world’s
leading general aviation company. 
He decided to apply, and Cessna
Aircraft Company, based in Wichita,
Kansas, hired Turner in 1993. He started
in structural design engineering, where
he remained for seven years.
In the meantime, Turner joined the
company’s flying club, and earned his
flight instructor certificate. After building
up flying hours, Turner requested transfer
to Cessna’s engineering flight test
department. His wish was granted, and he
began as a flight test engineer, writing test
plans and engineering documents, while
doing co-pilot duties on test flights. 
He was able to work his way into being
a test pilot. “I worked for five years as a
flight test engineer, then as a production
flight test pilot, and finally an
experimental test pilot,” Turner said. “As
an engineer, I’m flying airplanes that are
not certified yet; in production, the
aircraft are ready for customer delivery—
we are the last step.
“We have to prove the aircraft meets
type design and make sure all the issues
are resolved, then fly with the customer,”
Turner said. 
“As engineering test pilots, we prove
that the aircraft meets all the design
requirements of the Federal Aviation
Administration.”
FAA and foreign certification
requirements include stability and
control, minimum runway performance,
high-speed characteristics and much
more. “We have to comply with all the
regulations, then prove them to the FAA
before the aircraft is put on the market.”
World’s fastest business jet
Turner’s career at Cessna has provided
him with unique and pivotal projects—
his latest being no different. 
Cessna’s Citation X+ is the world’s
fastest business jet on the market today,
and Turner had a hand in the engineering
through flight test development. 
The $23 million, 10-passenger aircraft
has a range of 3,300 nautical miles, and
flies at nearly the speed of sound.
Launched commercially in June, the
Citation X+, also known as the Citation
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Steve Turner 
Engineering alum pilots world’s fastest business jet
Above: Steve Turner, a 1987 mechanical engineering
graduate, works as an engineering test pilot at Cessna
Aircraft Company in Wichita, Kansas.
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750, travels further and faster than any
other aircraft available for commercial use
today.
The aircraft is able to fly at 51,000 feet,
avoiding weather and burning much less
fuel at that higher altitude than
commercial planes that fly at around
40,000 feet. 
Turner and the Citation X+ were
featured on the Canadian Discovery
Channel “High Tech Toys” show. 
“It was just kind of one of those things
that fell into place,” Turner said.
“Discovery was doing some shows on
transportation, and ran across Cessna’s
press releases on developing the newest,
fastest jet. So, their crew came down here
last fall and flew with me and another
Cessna pilot.”
Turner was the lucky one featured on
camera.
Now, Turner is part of a team
developing and certifying the Citation
Latitude, a larger-cabin jet similar to the
10-passenger Citation Sovereign+. “Every
new airplane model we build takes up to
three years to develop and certify,” said
Turner. “I love my job. It’s fun for me every
day.”
Early experience
Turner has fond memories at SDSU
varying from his associate’s degree, to
bachelor’s degree and finally his time as an
instructor.
“The most memorable project was
building the Kolb ultralight kit airplane
the SORD 1A,” said Turner. The kit plane
was part of the College of Engineering’s
Student Originated Research and Design
program that gave engineering students
hands-on experience. 
He said the project enhanced his
education, and gave him firsthand work
with aircraft design. “Designing, building
and flying the SORD 1A was an incredible
experience,” he said. “We made it so it
could be used for anything from
agricultural spraying, to military
surveillance, to recreational activity.”
Turner flew to Brookings last spring for
the annual Flying Jacks fly-in. “I didn’t get
a chance to go through all of the
engineering buildings, but I’d like to,” he
said. “Campus was very different, but
really looked nice. It was great to catch up
with a few engineering folks.”
Turner and his wife, Roxane, live in
Wichita, and have two grown children,
George and Jaclyn. 
Turner’s career has led him places he
said he never expected, but it’s been worth
the ride. “I’m thankful for the
opportunities I’ve received throughout my
career,” said Turner. “I love what I do.”
Karissa Kuhle
Above: The Cessna Citation X+ is the world's fastest business jet on the market today, and Turner had a hand in the engineering through flight test development. The 10-passenger
aircraft has a range of 3,300 nautical miles and flies at nearly the speed of sound.
Bottom Right: From 1984-1987, Turner, along with fellow engineering students, had a hand in designing, building and flying the Kolb ultralight kit airplane "SORD 1A" as part of
the College of Engineering's Student Originated Research and Design program. 
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You have read about some of the amazing accomplishments by students,faculty and graduates of the Jerome J. Lohr College of Engineering.
It is the goal of the Lohr College leadership to continue providing a first-class
education and create the next generation of leaders in engineering. We do that by
providing scholarships, first-rate facilities and faculty.
This coming spring, we will see the completion of the Architecture,
Mathematics and Engineering Building. The 60,000-square-foot facility has been
constructed using a combination of $17 million in private and public funds. As we
near that building’s opening, we still have approximately $400,000 of naming
opportunities available. Those include classrooms, department offices, production
laboratories and office suites, to name just a few.
The college continues to look for opportunities to grow and enrich our faculty.
We recently announced the John M. Hanson Professorship and have plans to add
more endowed positions in the college. 
As we continue to see increases in the number of applicants with ACT scores of 30 and higher, we must remain competitive
in our scholarship offerings. We need to increase our annual scholarship amount by at least $25,000 each year over the next
four years. The plan is to offer more than $600,000 a year in scholarships for the 2018-19 school year.
Thank you for your support of the Lohr College. I look forward to working with you in the future as the Lohr College
continues its rich history of success in producing graduates who are recognized for their scholarship, competitive spirit and
exceptionally strong work ethic.
Tim Reed
Jerome J. Lohr College of Engineering
Development director, SDSU Foundation
Engineering continues its rich history of success
Make a Gift and Receive Lifetime Payments
Benefits include: 
• Instant Sylvan Circle Membership • Income Tax Deduction for Itemizers • Bypass Capital Gains Taxes
• Quarterly Life Payments • Deferred Payment Option (higher rates) • Simple Application and Contract
• No Fees or Commissions • May gift cash or stocks
One-Life Charitable Gift Annuity Rates & Deductions: (per $10,000 contributed)
Deductions assume quarterly payments. Payout rates as of Aug. 1, 2014. Subject to change.
2-life and deferred payment options also available.
Do your own calculation at www.tinyurl.com/sdsuannuity or call SDSU Office of Gift Planning (888) 747-SDSU













65 4.7 $3,231 77 6.2 $4,588 89 8.7 $6,133
66 4.8 $3,323 78 6.4 $4,685 90 9.0 $6,243
67 4.8 $3,558 79 6.6 $4,792 91 9.0 $6,474
68 4.9 $3,664 80 6.8 $4,908 92 9.0 $6,693
69 5.0 $3,778 81 7.0 $5,302 93 9.0 $6,900
70 5.1 $3,901 82 7.2 $5,162 94 9.0 $7,096
71 5.3 $3,917 83 7.4 $5,298 95 9.0 $7,281
72 5.4 $4,060 84 7.6 $5,438 96 9.0 $7,454
73 5.5 $4,209 85 7.8 $5582 97 9.0 $7,616
74 5.7 $4,263 86 8.0 $5,729 98 9.0 $7,769
75 5.8 $4,426 87 8.2 $5,878 99 9.0 $7,912
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9,500 copies of this publication were printed with financial support of alumni and friends
Construction continues on the Architecture, Mathematics and Engineering Building. It is scheduled to open in 2015. 
